PICCOLA

DESCRIPTION
Piccola is limited only by your imagination. Its soft pliable base is covered in supple Italian glove leather and can be tilted to any angle while its hand-spun aluminum shade floats freely to remain level in all positions. It is as playful as it is intelligent. Piccola is part of the SFMOMA permanent collection.

DESIGNER
Pablo Pardo 1993

MATERIALS
• Lambskin leather
• Aluminum shade and post

FEATURES
• Full-range dim (in-line rotary dimmer)
• Adjustable to any desired angle

SPECIFICATIONS
• Voltage: 120V
• Cord length: 8’ (244cm)
• 1 year warranty
• Certifications: UL listed components

BULB TYPE
• 12V-GY6/ICD Bi-pin bulb (35W)
DIMENSIONS

PICCOLA

FINISH OPTIONS
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